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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to analyse spatial distribution of economic activities 

and, concretely, to identify single industry clusters in Spanish manufactures. We 

study the spatial distribution of firms from XXXXXX at a microgeographic level 

and we avoid MAUP by using homogeneous cells that cover all mainlaind 

Spain. Dataset used comes from Mercantile Registers of Spanish firms 

(manufacturers and services).  
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1. Introduction 

 

Analysis of spatial distribution of economic activity has plenty of implications in 

several areas like urban planning, infrastructures, firm supporting policies and 

land use, among others, and is receiving an increasing attention by 

researchers. Most of analyses of spatial distribution of economic activity have 

been carried out using extant administrative units (e.g. counties, regions, etc.), 

but unfortunately, these analyses suffer from the shortcoming that 

administrative units vary greatly in size and shape, do not always coincide with 

real economic areas and are sometimes arbitrary.  

 

To deal with such constraints, recent research has started to use ad hoc units 

(usually smaller), as we do in this paper. These units are created by equally 

dividing a space into homogeneous squared cells and, therefore, do not exactly 

match any extant administrative unit.1  

 

Mapping the spatial distribution of economic activity is of key importance for 

policy makers, but there is no agreement as to which technical approach is best 

for designing policy. Currently, there are two main approaches: Industrial 

Districts and Clusters. While the former is more popular mainly due to the 

Sforzi-ISTAT methodology, the latter is potentially easier to use because of its 

lower data requirements. Therefore, in this paper we will use the cluster 

approach due to both data availability and the shortcomings of Sforzi-ISTAT 

methodology (Boix and Galletto, 2008).  

 

The methodology proposed in this paper aims to overcome previous 

constraints, to obtain more precise results and, as a result, to improve public 

policy design. Accordingly, in this paper we try to identify manufacturing and 

service clusters in Spain. Additionally, we classify these clusters according to 

the reasons behind the clusterization processes; that is, whether firms tend to 

locate together because they look for the same types of site (regardless of the 

                                                 
1
 There are also other approaches such as those that use the stochastic methodology of Point 

Pattern or those that use Neuronal Networks for pattern recognition. However, these 
approaches are not able to do the multisectorial analyses that are the goal of this paper. 
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industry to which they belong), or whether firms look to be located close to their 

suppliers / customers in order to optimise commercial exchanges. Concretelly, 

by dividing Spain into homogeneus cells we check whether each industry 

follows a concentrated or dispersed pattern and, later, whether co-localization 

exists for pairs of industries, so clusters made by different industries can alse be 

identified. And finally, once we have identified such industry location patterns 

we apply self-organizing maps to show the local microstructure of clusters. 

 

This paper is organised as follows. In the next section we review the main 

literature on the spatial distribution of economic activity and the spatial units 

used in empirical analysis. In the third section we explain the data set, we 

describe and analyse the spatial distribution of firms in Spain and we define the 

methodology used for identifying clusters. In the fourth section we present and 

discuss our main empirical results. In the final section we present our 

conclusions. 

 

 

2. Spatial distribution of economic activity: theories and 

empirical approaches 

  

There is plenty of empirical evidence regarding the uneven spatial distribution of 

economic activity and the way how firms tend to cluster to each other, 

sometimes due to urbanization economies and sometimes due to localization 

economies. Among most relevant contributions that have reported and analysed 

this phenomena there are those of XXXX (2011), XXXX (2010), XXXX (2010), 

Duranton and Overman (2005), Devereux et al. (2004), Maurel and Sédillot 

(1999) and Ellison and Glaeser (1997). There is also a large list of contributions 

for the Spanish case (Boix and Galletto, 2008; Paluzie et al., 2004; Viladecans, 

2004), where clusterization of economic activity is quite important in some 

regions.2 

                                                 
2
 Concretelly, Boix and Galletto (2008) identify four axes where specialised industrial district are 

of great importance: the main axis runs across the Mediterranean coast from the north of 
Catalonia to the south of Murcia; the second one links the south of Catalonia to the Basque 
Country and North-East of Castile and León; the third one goes South from Madrid to the 
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Therefore, firms look to be close to other firms. As we have said before, some 

firms prefer proximity with similar firms (localization economies), while others 

just want to be close to other firms, no matter their activities (urbanization 

economies). In any case, in order to better optimise external resources and to 

increase productivity firms need neighbours, and usually these neighbours are 

firms that have some types of common characteristics, as size, markets, 

industry, technological level, supply needs, type of workforce or use of 

infrastructures. So there are plenty of reasons to cluster with similar firms that, 

consequently, have similar characteristics. 

 

There is a lot of empirical evidence showing that economic activities do not 

perfectly fit into extant administrative borders, rather they tend to spread accros 

neighbour areas. This phenomenon implies that contiguous areas could share a 

single agglomeration of firms without internal borders, making difficult to 

precisely identify where to analyse this phenomenon. At the lowest 

geographical level where the spillover effects dissolve internal borders ot at a 

higher level (combining smaller units) where the phenomenon exists only for a 

small part of the area considered? 

 

Previous shortcomings illustrate that it is important to accurately analyse 

implications of spatial aggregation issues and which spatial areas are to be 

used, in view that using non appropriate areas could tend to biased results as 

several scholars like Arbia (2001, p. 414) (“(…) any statistical measure based 

on spatial aggregates is sensitive to the scale and aggregation problems”) and  

Duranton and Overman (2005, p. 1079) (“(…) any good measure of localization 

must avoid these aggregation problems”) point out. 

  

This spatial aggregation problem is known as Modifiable Area Unit Problem 

(MAUP)3, which is clearly illustrated by Arbia (2001) when showing that 

depending on how spatial borders are designed, the same spatial distribution of 

                                                                                                                                               
provinces of Toledo, Ciudad Real, Jaen and Córdoba; and the last one is scattered across the 
provinces of Pontevedra and A Coruña (North-West of Spain). 
3
 See Openshaw and Taylor (1979) for a detailed analysis and Wrigley (1995) for a further 

review. 
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, for instance, firms, could result in a minimum concentration pattern, in a 

maximum concentration pattern or an intermediate concentration pattern. 

Unfortunately, these issues have not been a major concern for scholars4, 

usually due to the lack of sufficiently spatial disaggregated data, but this 

situation has started to change several years ago with the spread of spatially 

disaggregated datasets and the extended use of raster data with GIS 

packgages. 

 

According to previous considerations, in this paper we aim to explicitly address 

such spatial aggregation issue when analysing cluster’s formation in Spain. As 

we will explain in section 4, our spatial unit is not an administrative one, but a 

cell of 10 km * 10 km that covers all mainland Spain. This microgeographical 

approach has been used (with some variations) by other scholars like Duranton 

and Overman (2008, 2005), who used Britsh postcodes. 

 

 

3. Data  

  

Our data set refers to 2006 and comprises Spanish firms5 from manufacturing, 

services and agriculture. The source of this data base is SABI (Sistema de 

Análisis de Balances Ibéricos), which uses data from the Mercantile Register 

including balance sheets and income and expenditure accounts. For each firm 

we also know the number of employees, the industry to which it belongs (the 

four digit NACE code), and its sales and assets, among other variables. We 

also have detailed information about the firm’s geographical location; that is, 

information which is particularly relevant for the purposes of this paper. 

Nevertheless, the SABI dataset also has two important shortcomings. The first 

concerns the sample. Although the number of firms is very high (e.g. 581,712 

service firms for the 2007 edition), microfirms and self-employed individuals are 

not taken into account, despite that fact that it is reasonable to assume that the 

                                                 
4
 See, nevertheless, papers by Arauzo-Carod and Manjón-Antolín (2004) and Arauzo-Carod 

(2008) about the implications for industrial location analysis. See, also Olsen (2002) for a borad 
discussion of the units to be used in geographical economics. 
5
 It is important to notice that SABI data set is about firms, not establishments, so each firm 

could have more than one establishment, although most of firms have only one establishment. 
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spatial distribution of such activities is similar to that of the firms included. The 

second concerns the nature of the units; that is, SABI only covers firms, not 

establishments,6 the latter being more appropriate for analyzing the spatial 

distribution of economic activity. In any case, since SABI covers most of the 

economic activity carried out in Spain, these disadvantages are easily 

overcome.7  

 

 

4. Methodology of cluster identification  

 

Our methodology departs partially from previous contributions based on 

distribution comparisons (Brenner, 2006 and 2004; Ellison and Glaser, 1997) 

and on distance distributions (Duranton and Overman, 2005) but we introduce 

some variations that allow us to better portrait single-industry clusters at a very 

detailed spatial disaggregation level. What do we do is to use homogeneous 

cells of 10 km * 10 km8 instead of administrative spatial units, to use firm’s 

georeferenced data to more precise on firm’s location, to take into account total 

number of firms both at each cell and at a national level, to compare real 

distribution of firm with a random estimated distribution, to map both real and 

random distributions by using 2D and 3D maps and, finally, to identify 

specialised areas.  

 

First, instead of using administrative units9 (e.g., municipalities) we use 

homogeneous cells of 10 km * 10 km. By this way, we can overcome several 

limitations like (López-Bazo, 2006) the inability to take into account the precise 

                                                 
6
 Other alternative statistical sources such as Censo de Locales (INE) are not currently updated, 

although having firms as observation units instead of establishments also provides useful 
information since it highlights the role of municipalities when firms are choosing where to locate 
their headquarters. 
7
 There are alternative datasets such as DIRCE (INE) but their data is presented only at 2-digit 

level and geographical location of the firms is also highly spatially aggregated.  
8
 Cell’s size of 10 km * 10 km was decided in terms to avoid compational constraints (smaller 

sizes implied a huge increase in computational capacity in order to deal with a larger unit of 
spatial units) and also trying to get a cell big enough to have several firms form different 
industries. Even if alternative sizes were also feasible (e.g., 5 km * 5 km, 20 km * 20 km) and, 
consequently, were also tested, we considered that the selected size was appropriate both from 
a computational and economic point of view.  
9
 See, among others, Brenner (2006 and 2004) and Ellison and Glaeser (1997) for empirical 

applications with such administrative units. 
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location of firms, the limitations resulting from the special administrative 

aggregation levels in each country, the difficulties in comparing the results 

obtained for different levels of administrative aggregation, the non-economic 

nature of such administrative units, the size differences across administrative 

units, the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) and the existence of neighbour 

effects across units. 

 

Second, as we have detailed before, using homogeneous cells allow us to more 

precisely identify location of firms, as Duranton and Overman (2005) do, 

although we only care about whether a cell is occupied or not, not about the 

exact location of the firms inside the cell. 

   

Third, we built up conterfactuals by assuming that total number of firms in each 

industry remains constant and that total number of firms in each cell also 

remains constant.10 This strategy allows us to compare the same number of 

firms but with different industry distributions (we expect to find the same 

industry distribution at each cell that at that of the whole sample). Thus, if the 

real data shows a cell with only one firm, our simulations will also show this cell 

with one firm, although the industry will appear as a random variable depending 

on industry distribution.  

 

Fourth, we compare the actual number of cells with firms (real distribution) with 

the expected number of cells with firms (random distribution), and obtain a 

concentration index similar to that of Ellison and Glaeser (1997), excep that i) 

we focus on industry shares instead of agglomeration and ii) our index is 

centred at 1 (values below 1 indicate concentration and values over 1 indicate 

dispersion), while Ellison and Glaeser’s (1997) index ranges between zero and 

infinite (i.e., they arbitrarily define the concentration threshold). 

                                                 
10

 This latter requirement implies that firms localise randomly inside “occupied” cells (i.e. areas 
where real firms are located) as stated by Duranton and Overman (2008). This approach means 
that firms are expected to be located only in those places that are available for economic activity 
(as firms do). Unfortunately, a major shortcoming of this approach is that it assumes that firms 
could be located elsewhere with other firms, regardless of the industry they are involved in, 
which is not as realistic (especially at a 2/3 digit level). An extension of this work (and a possible 
solution for this shortcoming) would be to regard manufacturing, services and agricultural firms 
as being located with other firms from the fields of manufacturing, services and agriculture 
respectively. 
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Fifth, we assume that there is a clusters when comparing real spatial 

distribution of firms with several computational simulations we get that the 

number of firms from an industry is significantly higher than the number 

obtained by simulation procedures. 

 

Sixth, we make 3D cluster maps that easily allow to identify significant 

concentration of firms of the same. 

 

 

5. Main results 

  

Our main results show that the location of firms are driven by several industry-

specific determinants (i.e. whether the firm belongs to a manufacturing or 

services activity or to a specific industry within these sectors) and also by their 

technological level. In some vertically integrated industries, reducing distance to 

providers / suppliers is a key issue, whereas other types of industries do not 

need such spatial proximity. Additionally, there are industries with no clear 

location patterns and which show a homogeneous firm distribution.   

 

[INSERT TABLE 1] 

 

Table 1 illustrates the expected spatial distributions of firms across regular 

cells11 (according to the number of firms in each industry) and the real 

(observed) spatial distribution of such firms. In particular, it shows how many 

cells (X) contain firms from industry y (i.e. this is the “real” spatial distribution of 

firms); the expected number of cells (Mean) where firms from industry y should 

appear if they were randomly spatially distributed (according to the total number 

of firms in each industry); and a co-location index (Index) that relates these 

measurements to each other (i.e. Index = X / Mean). This index can be 

understood in the following way: if Index < 1, this means that the industry y 

                                                 
11

 These regular cells have an area of 100 km
2
 (10 km * 10 km). 
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appears in fewer cells than expected (i.e. this industry is spatially concentrated 

in a smaller number of cells); and if Index > 1, this means that the industry y 

appears in more cells than expected (according to a random distribution), which 

means that this industry is spatially dispersed. This indicates that there is a 

certain location behaviour taking place that should be analyzed to determine 

whether or not it is a cluster (i.e. whether or not firms from industry y tend to 

locate together). 

 

On a technological level, it seems that the lower the technological level of the 

industry, the higher the spatial dispersion (Table 1). Thus, high-tech firms tend 

to be more spatially concentrated than low-tech firms12. This appears to be 

logical since the markets and resources of such firms tend to be concentrated in 

a few areas, which means there is no logical reason for a dispersion pattern. 

 

Our results regarding the differences between manufacturing and services, 

(Table 1) are even clearer than those of previous studies and show that 

whereas most services activities show high concentration levels (e.g. financial 

intermediation, education, business services, etc.), manufacturing activities are 

more dispersed (agriculture and fishing, food, beverages and tobacco, etc.). 

These results reflect the spatial distribution of population and economic activity 

and the production and distribution requirements of manufacturing and services. 

Specifically, most services need face-to-face interactions and thus their location 

decisions are strongly motivated by the locations of their customers (both firms 

and individuals). In contrast, manufacturers can transport their goods easily, 

which means that such interactions are not essential and that these firms can 

locate elsewhere.  

 

So far we have analysed the spatial distribution of firms at single industry level 

and have shown that looking at certain industry specificities (i.e. manufacturing 

vs. services and high-tech vs. low-tech) helps us to understand such location 

patterns.  

                                                 
12

 As an example, indices of high-tech industries such as office machinery, computers and 
medical equipment, precision and optical instruments (0.644) and electrical machinery and 
apparatus (0.664) are clearly lower than those of some low-tech industries such as food, 
beverages and tobacco (1.452) and agriculture and fishing (1.424). 
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6. Conclusions 

  

With this paper we have contributed to extant literature on cluster identification 

by designing a procedure to identify groups of industries that tend to cluster 

together and to analyse whether this behaviour can be explained in terms of 

vertical integration or by common location determinants shared by those 

industries. This distinction allows detailed analysis of firm location determinants 

and our results show that diversified clusters are not casual and are strongly 

determined by industry characteristics. In particular, it means that firms need 

“specific” neighbours in order to maximise their performance. 

 

The methodology proposed in this paper allows the main reasons driving cluster 

formation to be better explained, but much more work needs to be done in this 

area, particularly to identify cluster size and thus better capture cluster borders. 

This methodology involves dividing spaces into homogeneous cells of equal 

size. This procedure must be handled with care because cell size influences the 

number and characteristics of the identified clusters. Specifically, bigger cells 

are more lilkely to contain a cluster, whereas smaller cells are more likely to 

have fewer inter-industrial clusters because the number of firms in each cell will 

be smaller. Given that in this paper we have assumed equal sizes for all the 

clusters, it would appear that using flexible sizes fits better with the real 

distribution of economic activity and is therefore a promising line for future 

research. 

 

This is just a first attempt to better identify the forces driving cluster formation. 

Consequently, we have studied several types of clusters in order to provide a 

general overview of this phenomenon. However, this is just a starting point and 

further work needs to be done, in particular to cover industry specific 

characteristics that influence the location decisions of firms. We therefore plan 

to extend our analysis of specific types of clusters (both specialised and 

diversified) to cover several types of urban / rural environments that are 
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hypothesised to influence such agglomerative behaviour. Finally, as we 

mentioned beforehand, industry aggregation is also important and, despite the 

computational constraints that make it unfeasible to work with such 

disaggregate industry-levels, we need to carry out further research to accurately 

determine whether our results are robust to different industry aggregation 

levels.  
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Table 1: Concentration patterns of firms at a single industry level 

Code Industry X Mean STD Index X-2S X+2S Concentrated Dispersed 

22 Financial intermediation 882 1480,11 17,6811804 0,59590166 1444,74764 1515,47236 TRUE FALSE 

6 Paper and publishing 947 1494,58 17,9619013 0,63362282 1458,6562 1530,5038 TRUE FALSE 

13 Office machinery, computers and medical equipment, precision 
and optical instruments 

324 502,86 13,3553001 0,64431452 476,1494 529,5706 TRUE FALSE 

26 Education 790 1209,17 17,5580164 0,65334072 1174,05397 1244,28603 TRUE FALSE 

14 Electrical machinery and apparatus 520 782,36 14,6890463 0,66465566 752,981907 811,738093 TRUE FALSE 

24 Business services 1360 1979,03 21,1557261 0,68720535 1936,71855 2021,34145 TRUE FALSE 

23 Real estate activities 1957 2803,29 18,8970069 0,69810829 2765,49599 2841,08401 TRUE FALSE 

28 Other services 1375 1819,52 21,5638493 0,75569381 1776,3923 1862,6477 TRUE FALSE 

12 Machinery and equipment 820 1076 17,2533118 0,76208178 1041,49338 1110,50662 TRUE FALSE 

4 Textiles, leather clothes and shoes 1169 1523,26 17,384319 0,76743301 1488,49136 1558,02864 TRUE FALSE 

27 Health and veterinary activities, social services 1122 1458,21 20,5029168 0,7694365 1417,20417 1499,21583 TRUE FALSE 

8 Rubber and plastic products 698 903,5 19,1498609 0,77255119 865,200278 941,799722 TRUE FALSE 

25 Public administration 141 179,3 7,24812759 0,78639152 164,803745 193,796255 TRUE FALSE 

7 Chemical products 734 837,17 14,8691634 0,87676338 807,431673 866,908327 TRUE FALSE 

10 Basic metals 567 629,55 16,7460986 0,90064332 596,057803 663,042197 TRUE FALSE 

15 Transport and communications 668 726,47 16,8111645 0,91951491 692,847671 760,092329 TRUE FALSE 

19 Trade and repair 2888 3035,78 16,6336521 0,95132058 3002,5127 3069,0473 TRUE FALSE 

16 Recycling 349 359,69 9,90020406 0,97027996 339,889592 379,490408 FALSE FALSE 

11 Fabricated metal products 1682 1701,7 19,8267751 0,98842334 1662,04645 1741,35355 FALSE FALSE 

21 Transport and communications 2090 2034,14 19,9479221 1,02746124 1994,24416 2074,03584 FALSE TRUE 

17 Construction 2706 2585,57 21,9674944 1,04657774 2541,63501 2629,50499 FALSE TRUE 

20 Hotels and restaurants 2238 2136,5 20,4181045 1,04750761 2095,66379 2177,33621 FALSE TRUE 

18 Electricity and water distribution 795 739,43 15,2674838 1,07515248 708,895032 769,964968 FALSE TRUE 

5 Wood, furniture and other manufactures 1734 1610,89 20,5956232 1,07642359 1569,69875 1652,08125 FALSE TRUE 

9 Non-metallic mineral products 1297 1125,88 18,1566027 1,15198778 1089,56679 1162,19321 FALSE TRUE 

2 Extractive activities 1152 823,16 15,7015858 1,39948491 791,756828 854,563172 FALSE TRUE 

1 Agriculture and fishing 2409 1691,54 20,5354682 1,42414604 1650,46906 1732,61094 FALSE TRUE 

3 Food, beverages and tobacco 2236 1540,31 20,5001577 1,45165584 1499,30968 1581,31032 FALSE TRUE 

  
Note: X-2S equals X minus 2 standard deviations and X+2S equals X plus 2 standard deviations. 
Source: own calculations. 
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Annexes 

 

Annex 1: List of industries 
 

Code Industry 
1 Agriculture and fishing 

2 Extractive activities 

3 Food, beverages and tobacco 

4 Textiles, leather clothes and shoes 

5 Wood, furniture and other manufactures 

6 Paper and publishing 

7 Chemical products 

8 Rubber and plastic products 

9 Non-metallic mineral products 

10 Basic metals 

11 Fabricated metal products 

12 Machinery and equipment 

13 Office machinery, computers and medical equipment, precision and optical 
instruments 14 Electrical machinery and apparatus 

15 Transport materials 

16 Recycling 

17 Construction 

18 Electricity and water distribution 

19 Trade and repair 

20 Hotels and restaurants 

21 Transport and communications 

22 Financial intermediation 

23 Real estate activities 

24 Business services 

25 Public administration 

26 Education 

27 Health and veterinary activities, social services 

28 Other services 

 Source: SABI. 

 


